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The CAPS curriculum
Requirements
 Critical and creative thinking
 Communication and collaboration
 Sensitivity to diversity
 Social responsibility
 Meaningful values

What is expected of learners in Grade 4?
 discuss ideas
 social moral and cultural values
 justify opinions
 organize information logically
 take turns, stay on topic
 ask relevant questions
 respond with empathy and respect
 relate to own experience

Community of Enquiry
pedagogy: the process
 Addresses questions of genuine interest to

participants
 Group commitment to dialogue using
thinking tool or ‘moves’ used by
philosophers
 Group commitment to gaining
understanding/reaching the ‘best’ answer
 Facilitator (teacher) manages process,
models and requires thinking ‘moves’ and
respect for all opinions

Community of Enquiry
pedagogy: potential
gains
 Deeper understanding of concepts
 Improved thinking and reasoning skills (critical,

creative & caring thinking)
 Development of social/citizenship skills
 NB An enquiry about ANY question may deepen
understanding. An enquiry about a challenging
philosophical question, Lipman claims, give the
most valuable practice in thinking.

Research project

Research question:
•Do final year education students trained briefly in
community of enquiry pedagogy recognize its
relevance to the CAPS curriculum?
In other words, have they personalized this new
knowledge in terms of their own professional
contexts?

Research findings
1. Perceived possibilities related to the more general
requirements of the CAPS curriculum
2. Perceived possibilities within CAPS learning areas

1. Perceived possibilities related to the more
general requirements of the CAPS curriculum

• … I have to [use this
pedagogy] because I have to
1. Confidence and
let them think on their own
because I noticed, you know,
active, independent
that they just want answers
thinking
from me …

2. Critical thinking
and reasoning

• … get them to speak about
many things they see
happening every single day
and rationalize it and reason
on it and … as a group decide
what is good or bad …

3.
Perspective
taking

4.
Preparation
for
democratic
citizenship

• … sometimes the answer is not right
or wrong. It depends on your
perspectives because you might be
reasoning in a particular way and
somebody else might look at it
differently and if you juxtapose
these two opinions … so it teaches
you multiple perspectives as well …

• With P4C, when you are doing
philosophy in class, it teaches you
discipline, it teaches you to be
democratic…

5.
Classroom
climate and
respect
6.
Development
of language
skills

• … when we are talking
during P4C we respect
each other…

• …It does present one full
opportunity for them to use
the language…
• …The teacher gave them
the tools, the verbal tools
with which to work…

2. Perceived possibilities
within CAPS learning areas

Participant questions type 1
We teach kids about teenage pregnancy then why are
they still getting pregnant?
What was life like on a ship in 17th century?
What is the [this] plant needed in the community?

* All curriculum areas were mentioned, with the
greatest emphasis on Life Skills

Participant questions type 2
How did it come about that we have different cultures
and different religions?
Was it right for her, to be true to herself? (referring to a
character in a novel)
Why are there so many languages around the world?
…………………………………………………………………………………..
The following questions were implied but not formulated
as questions
Can children develop successfully without parents to
care for them?
What should South African society be like?
What are values and how should we deal with
differences in values?

Discussion
Participant insights/strengths
 Integration of the pedagogy with the CAPS
curriculum (synthesizing - Pink, 2009)
 Awareness of need for skilled facilitation
Concerns
 ‘No right or wrong answers’
 Understanding of the facilitator’s role
 Difficulty formulating philosophical questions

Caveats
 One small study, not generalizable across other
universities that train student teachers
 Context can derail process even for the most
experienced teachers

Challenges to implementation








class size
diverse communities
pace of curriculum
inflexibility of curriculum
need for mentoring
lack of support from leadership

Personal
skills

The
process

•… about enforcing our ideologies whatever the unique ideology is, we
mustn’t enforce our ideology.
•… it’s a tricky thing because you had to listen, and you had to weigh
up and judge and you had to do all kinds of things. It’s a thing that
requires a lot of skills as a facilitator.

•… but its really gonna be a nightmare to monitor and there are a
whole lot of things you know if they open up other debates…
•… in this kind of digital age you have Facebook, you have twitter …
they can hurt each others feelings and they don’t see the reaction …

The classroom
context

Curriculum challenges

•…one of my challenges is to get learners to complete a task within a
certain time…
•… it’s like you’re doing crowd control all the time….

•…… but in my case when it comes to curriculum, because each and
every subject you have to finish by a certain time and then we have
to rush it for the for the ANA and also the CAPS document.

Conclusion










Community of Enquiry pedagogy is an effective way to
foster Conceptual Age aptitudes, as required by the
CAPS curriculum.
The novice teachers in this study were able to
personalise Lipman’s Community of Enquiry pedagogy,
in ways that would enable them to implement it within
the curriculum.
However, we acknowledge that currently the context in
many South African classrooms is not conducive to this
pedagogy and that creativity and mentoring would be
required.
BUT according to Pink (2006) and Gardner (2010) and
the CAPS document both left and right brain aptitudes
are necessary in the 21st century Conceptual Age.
So we need to find a way to do it ……

Thank you
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